Dispensing Solutions

Finger Sprayers, Lotion and Gel Dispensers, Airless Dispensers, Trigger Sprayers, Foamers, Disc Top Caps, Treatment Pumps, Flip Top Caps, Dropper Caps, Push Pull Caps, Twist Open/Close Caps, Large Output Dispensers.

www.nevilleandmore.com
About us

Neville and More is a company steeped in more than 60 years of packaging innovation, experience and consistent growth.

Our clients include global and local branded consumer packaged goods companies, pharmaceutical laboratories, retailers, contract manufacturers, hospitals and well-funded entrepreneurial start-up companies.

Our products include an extensive range of plastic bottles, glass bottles, aluminium bottles, airless bottles, plastic jars, glass jars and aluminium jars.

We also supply a large range of compatible dispensing closure systems including Finger Sprayers, Lotion and Gel Dispensers, Airless Dispensers, Trigger Sprayers, Foaming Pumps, Disc Top Caps, Treatment Pumps, Flip Top Caps, Dropper Caps, Push Pull Caps, Twist Open/Close Caps, Large Output Dispensers, Pipettes, Measuring Cups, Scoops, Pourer Sprinkler Caps and Plastic Oral Dosing Syringes.

An enormous number of our products are available direct from stock with short lead-times.

For further information call +44 (0)1403 732 290
Neville and More is an ISO 9001:2008 accredited quality management company.

We believe that our success is based on the simple objective of providing high quality, appealing, innovative packaging direct from stock, backed up by an enthusiasm and determination to provide exceptional customer service.

What makes Neville and More different?

✓ An ability to really listen and comprehend YOUR requirements.
✓ Combine this understanding with our extensive knowledge of, and relationships with, top manufacturers and sourcing partners around the world.
✓ Use this combination of understanding, knowledge and experience to offer YOU creative, reliable and cost effective products and solutions that are tailored to YOUR needs.
✓ A large stockholding of innovative, appealing, high quality packaging which means reduced lead-times. We stock so YOU don’t have to.
✓ Purpose built Exhibition and Sampling Centre that YOU can visit to accelerate and simplify YOUR packaging development process.
✓ Comprehensive supplier approval process including supplier audits, risk assessment, supplier evaluation and validation.
✓ Supply Chain Management, including Production Scheduling and Dual Sourcing to enable just in time delivery and contingency arrangements to facilitate continuity of supply which means less risk for YOU.
✓ In-House Laboratory Testing Facility including accelerated product shelf life analysis and vacuum leak testing of container/closure compatibility, to reduce YOUR risk.
✓ An in depth knowledge and understanding of key manufacturing processes such as Injection Moulding, Extrusion Blow Moulding, Single and Two Stage Injection Stretch Blow Moulding and Glass Manufacturing.

For further information visit our website at www.nevilleandmore.com
Case studies in a nutshell

Completed a project with a global consumer products company in the cleaning and lubrication sector. Launched a brand extension in new colour matched plastic HDPE bottle with compatible dispensing closure. Dual sourced the dispensing closure in Asia and the United States to provide combination of cost vs contingency and continuity of supply.

Annual quantity
ONE MILLION UNITS.

Worked with major UK healthcare brand owner to re-source spray dispenser to overcome quality problems with incumbent supplier. Validated product in Neville and More Testing Laboratory.

Market volume SEVERAL MILLION UNITS.

Created, launched and stocked a new range of 16 standard plastic foamer bottles in PET and HDPE with matching foamer heads to support our clients increasing demand for foaming products.

Successfully re-sourced a child resistant tamper evident dropper closure for an essential oil brand that was experiencing exceptionally long lead times with an incumbent supplier; reducing delivery lead-times from 16 weeks to two weeks.

Annual quantity ONE MILLION UNITS.

Delivered a new range of decorated single wall polypropylene airless bottles to a natural skincare brand resulting in an improved dispensing performance of a particularly viscous organic skincare product with high centipoise characteristics.

Developed unique shape plastic PET bottle and dispensing closure for range of marinades and dressings for major UK supermarket.

Annual quantity over 500,000 UNITS.

Designed, launched and stocked a new range of nine different glass bottles and jars for cosmetic and beauty lotions, creams and fragrances. Range used by major UK fragrance retailer to rapidly launch new brand.

Sourced cost effective dispensing closure for UK retailer spice brand.

Annual quantity FIVE MILLION UNITS.
Looking to place a blanket order for 500,000 lotion dispensers or order a carton of finger sprayers to trial a new product?

Take some time to browse through our latest Dispensing Solutions Product Catalogue to find that innovative dispenser to give your brand a dose of stunning shelf appeal.

Featured products are available direct from our extensive stockholding facility and distribution centre.

It is essential to test all dispensers to ensure compatibility with the filled product. Neville and More’s In House Laboratory Testing Facility (see page 16 for details) can carry out relevant testing on request.
Finger Sprayers with Overcap
Available direct from stock

Available in a range of sizes including 18mm, 20mm, 22mm, 24mm and 28mm. Colours available direct from stock include white, natural and black, with special colours available on request. Closures available include smooth or ribbed.

Finger Sprayers with Overcap and Anodised Aluminium Closure
Available direct from stock

Available in 24mm size. Stock colours include white, natural and black actuator with shiny silver overshell. Overshell also available in matt silver, matt gold and shiny gold.

Finger Sprayer with Anodised Aluminium Closure and Natural Safety Clip

Available in 18mm, 20mm and 24mm closure options.
Mini Trigger Sprayers
Available direct from stock

Available in 20mm and 24mm sizes. Colours available direct from stock include white, natural and black, with special colours available on request.

Lock Up and Lock Down Lotion and Gel Dispensers
Available direct from stock

Lock Up Dispensers eliminate discharge of product during locking
Lock Down Dispensers provide a more compact pump

Available in 22mm, 24mm and 28mm sizes. Colours available direct from stock include white, natural and black, with special colours available on request. Available in a range of different outputs.
Closures include ribbed and smooth options with a wide range of different actuator styles such as Palm Top.

Lock Up Lotion and Gel Dispensers with Anodised Aluminium Closure
Available direct from stock

Available in 24mm and 28mm sizes. Colours available direct from stock include white, natural and black with shiny silver overshell. Special colours available on request including matt silver, matt gold and shiny gold oversheells.

For further information visit our website at www.nevilleandmore.com
Treatment Pumps
Available direct from stock

A wide range of different treatment pumps available from stock.
Primarily used for dispensing smaller volumes of cosmetic creams, gels and lotions in outputs between 0.2ml and 1.0ml.
Available in 18mm, 20mm, 22mm and 24mm.
Colours available include white, natural and black with gold and silver matt and shiny overshells.
SPECIAL COLOURS available on request.

Reach Dispensers
Available direct from stock

Available in 24mm and 28mm sizes, including 28mm tamper evident.

All Plastic Lotion Pumps
with no metallic parts

Available in 24mm and 28mm sizes.

Back Suction Dispensing Pump

The new Back Suction Dispensing Pump with integral safety clip has been specifically developed to enhance the performance of low viscosity liquids and oils. The Back Suction Pump draws back liquid from the end of the actuator which eliminates residual product and avoids messy and unwanted product from dripping onto the exterior of the bottle.
Available as standard in 24mm 410 neck specification.
Large Output Dispensers
Available direct from stock

Large Output Trigger Sprayer with integral safety lock
Available direct from stock

Ideal for household, cleaning, garden and veterinary products

Trigger Sprayers
Available direct from stock

Available in 28mm closure options.
Different nozzle options include spray/stream, spray/foam and foam.
Outputs include 0.75ml, 1.2ml and 1.6ml.
Over 25 different shroud style options.
Fine Mist Crimp Neck Fragrance Pumps

A range of Crimp Neck Fine Mist Fragrance Pumps with Metal or Plastic Actuator.
Sizes include 15mm, 18mm and 20mm.
Outputs include 0.08ml, tall profile 0.11ml, reduced accumulator 0.06ml and low profile 0.07ml.
Standard colours include silver and gold.

A Range of High Quality Pharmaceutical Spray and Pump Dispensing systems

Manufactured in a clean environment, certified as an ISO Class 7 Zone and full DMF (Drug Master File) certification.
Snap-on, crimp-on and screw on closure systems with a wide range of closure specifications.
PRESERVATIVE-FREE PUMP SYSTEMS.
Applications include: NASAL, OPHTHALMIC, BUCCAL, AURICULAR, and TOPICAL.
FULLY COMPATIBLE with our EXTENSIVE RANGE of PLASTIC VIALS and GLASS VIALS in type 1, type 2 and type 3 glass.
Foaming Dispensers and Bottles

Foaming Dispensers create a smooth, rich foam to enhance the consumer experience. Instant foaming provides an invigorating and luxurious user experience.

Neville and More stocks a range of Hand Held Foamers, Mini Foamers and Table Top Foamers, together with a range of compatible bottles.

**Hand Held Foamers**
- 43mm neck

**Mini Foamers**
- 30mm neck

**Table Top Foamers**
- 40mm neck

A range of four different bottles, 100ml, 150ml, 200ml and 250ml in both HDPE and PET.

A range of four different bottles, 30ml, 50ml, 75ml and 100ml in both HDPE and PET.

A range of Table Top Foamer Bottles in PET and HDPE.

For further information visit our website at [www.nevilleandmore.com](http://www.nevilleandmore.com)
**Disc Top Caps**  
*Available direct from stock*

Available in a range of sizes including 18mm, 20mm, 24mm and 28mm.

**Swirly Disc Top Caps**

**FlipTop Caps** *Available direct from stock*

Available in a range of sizes including 20mm, 24mm, 28mm and 38mm. Colours available direct from stock include white, natural and black. Special colours available on request.

**Twist Open/Close Caps**  
*Available direct from stock*

Available in a range of sizes including 20mm, 24mm and 28mm with boreseal or fitted liner insert. Colours available direct from stock include white, natural and black. Special colours available on request.

**Push Pull Caps**  
*Available direct from stock*

Available in a range of sizes including 24mm and 28mm.

**Snip Tip Nozzle Caps**

**Flip Open Close Caps**

Available in 28mm size.

Available in 24mm and 28mm sizes.

For further information call +44 (0)1403 732 290
Well Pump

An innovative dispensing pump. Ideal for use with makeup remover, nail varnish remover and toners and cleansers where a pad application is required. Press down on the pump to dispense product into the concave application well and apply product from the well.

*Available with a range of bottles in PET, HDPE and Polypropylene*

**Plastic Oral Dispensing Syringes**

A range of CE marked plastic oral dosing syringes in 0.5ml, 1ml, 3ml, 5ml, 10ml and 20ml. Available with push in bottle adaptors for 20mm, 24mm and 28mm bottle necks. Syringes can be supplied in sachets if required.

**Plastic Measuring Scoops**

**Plastic Measuring Cups**

A range of CE marked plastic measuring cups.

**Pourer Sprinkler Caps**

A range of Pourer Sprinkler Caps available in 38mm, 48mm, 53mm, 63mm, 70mm, 89mm and 110mm sizes. Available with or without liner.
With over 70 different dropper and dosing inserts in stock we can meet specific dispensing performance requirements for a huge variety of dropper speeds, flow properties and liquid viscosities, ranging from alcohol based liquids through to highly viscous essential oils such as Benzoin, Sandalwood, Myrrh or Peru Balsam.

Applications include:
Aromatherapy and Essential Oils, Pharmacy and Homeopathy, Drugstores, Laboratory and Chemical.

All our dropper and dosing inserts come pre-assembled into a simple screw on cap, a tamper evident cap, a child resistant cap or a combination child resistant and tamper evident cap. This pre-assembly means it is very easy to apply the dropper and cap to the bottle in a single action.

There are two main types of dropper inserts: Horizontal Droppers and Vertical Droppers.

**Horizontal Droppers**

Horizontal droppers are also commonly known as rim droppers or all round droppers.

This type of dropper can be used for an extremely wide spectrum of applications and is generally specified when precise dosing of product is not an absolute requirement due to the fact that the dosing volume of this type of dropper may vary. This variance results from the varying angle (normally between 120 - 150 degrees) at which the bottle is held by individual consumers when dispensing the product.

The Horizontal Dropper has a central air hole surrounded by a series of smaller liquid dispensing holes positioned in a circle.

**Vertical Droppers**

Vertical Droppers, as the name suggests, are used for dispensing liquids when the bottle is held at 180 degrees (upside down). Vertical droppers are designed to dispense very precise drop volumes with low variation in dosage. The Vertical Dropper is designed with two channels: a central dropper channel from where the liquid exits the bottle and a longer side air channel to allow the air back into the bottle. The dropping speed, drop size and weight are controlled by the diameter of the apertures in the liquid and air channels.

We stock a wide range of vertical droppers with varying aperture sizes to enable specific dispensing performance tailored to the precise characteristics of the liquid.

We have a large range of alternative dropper inserts available to provide different dropping speeds and performance suited to products of different viscosity.

Please contact us for advice on the best dropper to suit the dispensing requirements of your product.

For further information call +44 (0)1403 732 290
For further information visit our website at www.nevilleandmore.com

A range of Single-Piece or Two-Piece Tamper Evident Pipette Droppers

Single Piece Tamper Evident Closure available for pipettes and droppers. Closure is comprised of single colour.

Two Piece Tamper Evident Closure available for pipettes and droppers. The body of the closure and the tamper evident band can be in two different colours for added shelf appeal.

Pipettes

Available direct from stock in black

A range of 18mm DIN Pipette dropper caps with plastic or rubber teats and glass or plastic pipettes.

28mm Tamper Evident Dropper and Pourer Caps

Tamper Evident Dropper Cap for Glass bottles
Tamper Evident Dropper Cap for HDPE and PET bottles
Tamper Evident Elongated Pourer Cap for HDPE and PET bottles
Tamper Evident Pourer Cap for Glass bottles
Tamper Evident Pourer Cap for HDPE and PET bottles

All our 28mm Tamper Evident Caps are available in white from stock with any other colour available for a minimum order of 30,000 units.

28mm Controlled Dosing Cap

Available on a range of bottles from 30ml to 1000ml. Invert the bottle, remove the cap and simply and accurately dispense 10ml of product with each dose.

Special coloured teats and closures available on request. 28mm version also available on request.
Added Value Dispenser Services

Dip Tube Cutting Service

An accurate dip tube cutting service to precisely match dispensers to the height of your bottle, ensuring maximum use of product.

We stock dispensers with long dip tubes and then cut the dip tubes to a length which matches the exact height of your bottle, for a minimum order of just a single carton.

Neville and More Laboratory Testing Services

Our In House Testing Laboratory enables us to carry out the following added value testing procedures on request:

1. Accelerated product shelf life compatibility.
2. Dispenser functionality testing.
3. Vacuum leak testing.
4. Product density testing.
5. Product PH testing.
6. Induction liner functionality testing.

Buy just a single carton of dispensers with dip tubes pre-cut to fit the exact height of your bottle... saving time, hassle and money!

We recommend a minimum of 12 weeks accelerated shelf life product compatibility testing.

For further information call +44 (0)1403 732 290
Airless Containers

*Neville and More supplies an extensive range of both piston and bag-in-bottle Airless bottles.*

An airless container is typically a plastic bottle or jar that excludes air.

This means that the contents of the container are protected from contact with air. This is because when the product is dispensed from the container using a lotion pump, air is prevented from re-entering the container to replace the displaced lotion.

This has the effect of reducing the pressure inside the container compared to the outside ambient pressure. This pressure differential forces a piston (in the case of piston airless containers) or an internal bag (in the case of bag-in-bottle or otherwise known as delaminating airless containers) to move and compress the product inside the container. This reduces the physical capacity inside the container to match the volume of the residual product, creating an air-free environment within the container.

There are different types of airless container, the main types being: piston and bag-in-bottle.

Airless containers can be manufactured from different types of plastic resin. Different plastic resins have different pros and cons.

Bag-in-bottle airless containers are normally manufactured from a multilayer mix of resins such as PP, HDPE, EVOH, LDPE and aluminium foil. These different resin mixes offer a range of different physical, chemical and recycling characteristics.

Piston airless containers can be manufactured from PP (Polypropylene), SAN (Styrene Acrylonitrile), PMMA (Polymethylmethacrylate or commonly known as Acrylic) or PETG.

PP has good physical and chemical resistance, is easily recycled (plastic recycling code 5) and has an opaque tint in the natural form. The use of clarified PP can improve the clarity of PP containers.

SAN and PMMA offer reduced chemical and physical resistance compared to PP and can be prone to cracks and scratches. Both SAN and PMMA are difficult to recycle and are categorised as miscellaneous (plastic recycling code 7). However, SAN and PMMA both offer a crystal clear container and so it is easy to see the contents of the bottle.

PETG offers a combination of good physical and chemical resistance and good clarity but is also categorised as plastic recycling code 7.

Double wall piston airless containers often combine an inner PP bottle for physical and chemical resistance and an outer SAN or PMMA bottle to create visually appealing design options but at the expense of an adverse environmental impact due to the use of two different bottles instead of one.

Airless containers offer the following benefits:

- Protection of product from oxygen contamination so increased shelf life and maintenance of product integrity
- Protection against microorganisms
- Enables usage of all the product in the container so reduced wastage
- Reduced need for preservatives so products can be 100% natural
- The pack can be used in an upside down position for versatile application
- Can be used to dispense high viscosity products (although the compatibility of highly viscose products should be tested prior to approval)
- Extended product shelf life

Neville and More offers a minimum order quantity of 5,000 units for both piston and bag-in-bottle airless containers. Coloured airless containers are also available for a minimum quantity of 5,000 units but this only applies to piston airless containers.

As part of the product development process, Neville and More can offer 50-100 colour matched airless container samples for a cost of around £300 which is reimbursed when 10,000 units have been purchased.
Exhibition Centre

Visit our brand new Packaging Exhibition, Innovation and Sampling Centre. A unique display of innovative bottles, jars, closures, dispensers and sprayers from the very best manufacturing facilities throughout the world.

Gain inspiration with innovative, quality packaging solutions, tailored to your needs, giving you the competitive advantage essential in today’s marketplace.

Accelerate and simplify your product development process by discussing the benefits of different packaging options with our highly experienced team of packaging experts.

Enjoy this unique opportunity to see, under one roof, our complete, extensive and ever growing product range.

Having identified the most appropriate packaging for your product, go straight to our adjacent, integrated sampling centre to select the samples of your choice ready to take away there and then.

For further information call +44 (0)1403 732 290
Sampling Centre

Our extensive Product Sampling Centre contains thousands of different bottle, jar, closure, dispenser and sprayer samples, all meticulously labelled and archived for rapid identification, collection or despatch.

Efficient selection and shipment of samples to our clients is an essential part of our customer service. This enables our customers to carry out relevant and timely consumer product research and essential compatibility testing.

“Reduces decision times by being able to compare packaging instantaneously rather than the procrastinated alternative of postal samples.”

Quote from recent visitor/brandowner

For further information visit our website at www.nevilleandmore.com
Neville and More opens brand new distribution centre, exhibition and sampling centre, and testing laboratory

This new facility includes a purpose built distribution centre, assembly and dispenser dip tube cutting suite, product exhibition/sampling centre and testing laboratory. The development incorporates state-of-the-art photovoltaic solar panels to generate its own efficient source of renewable energy which satisfies all operating power requirements within the building. The new distribution centre provides capacity for several thousand fully racked pallet spaces which enables safe, clean storage, traceability, safety stock and just-in-time delivery.

This investment enables Neville and More to offer even more innovative, appealing, high quality bottles, jars, closures, dispensers and sprayers direct from stock with flexible minimum order quantities. The facility is connected to Neville and More’s existing warehousing and distribution centre by a fire proof tunnel which provides two interconnected, but separate, operating units. This facilitates continuity of supply and built in contingency arrangements in the event of an unexpected incident in one of the facilities. It also satisfies a key disaster recovery requirement not only for Neville and More but for all industries supplied.

Exhibition and Sampling Centre
Visit our unique display of innovative bottles, jars, closures, dispensers and sprayers.

Testing Laboratory
Our in-house laboratory can carry out tests such as accelerated shelf life compatibility and vacuum leak testing.

Tel: +44(0)1403 732290    Fax: +44(0)1403 733507

www.nevilleandmore.com